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M18GG-0 GREASE GUN
MK-4933440493

£197.50

The M18 FUEL™ high
torque impact wrench
with ONE-KEY™
technology delivers 1356
Nm of fastening torque in
a compact size of 213mm,
which gives more access in tight spaces. Comes
with two batteries plus charger.

M18 FUEL™ 1/2" HAMMER
DRILL/DRIVER (TOOL ONLY)
MK-M18FPD2-0

£144.95

M18 FUEL™ W/ ONE-KEY™ HIGH TORQUE
IMPACT WRENCH 3/4" FRICTION RING BARE TOOL

MK-4933459731

£680.21

POWERSTATE™ brushless motor
delivers up to 1,200ft-lbs of fastening
torque and 1500ft-lbs of torque. The
industry’s most compact cordless high
torque impact wrench at 8.59” in length,
this tool allows for more access in tight
spaces. REDLINK PLUS™ intelligence
prevents damage to the tool and
battery due to overloading or overheating.
REDLITHIUM™ batteries deliver more work per
charge and more work over the life of the battery.

4
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£680.21

MK-4933459728

Powerful 18V motor delivers
over 690 bar max. operating
pressure. REDLINK™ overload
protection electronics in tool
and battery pack deliver best in
class system durability. Extreme
long run time - dispenses up to
7 cartridges per charge.

Powerful 18-volt cordless drill which
delivers up to 1,200 in-lbs of torque and up
to 2,000 RPM. 7.75” in length, reducing
fatigue when used for extended periods of
time and allowing access to tight work
spaces. REDLINK PLUS™ intelligence
ensures maximum performance and
protection from overload, overheating and
over-discharge. The REDLITHIUM XC5.0™
Battery Pack delivers more work per charge
and more work over the life of the pack.

ONE-KEY 1/2" IMPACT
WRENCH KIT

M18 FUEL™ WITH ONE-KEY™ 1/4"
HEX IMPACT DRIVER (TOOL ONLY)
MK-M18ONEID2-0
The M18 FUEL™ ¼” Hex Impact Driver
features a POWERSTATE™ Brushless
Motor that delivers 0-3,000 RPM and
0-1,800 in-lbs of fastening torque
with constant power output under
heavy load to drive screws faster.
REDLINK PLUS™ Intelligence is the
most advanced electronic system on
the market, preventing damage to
the tool and battery caused by
£115.00
overloading or overheating.

M18 FUEL™ 4-1/2” - 6” BRAKING
GRINDER KIT, SLIDE SWITCH, LOCK-ON
MK-4933478774
The highest performing small angle grinder. It
generates the power of a 13A corded grinder, brakes all
accessories under 3 seconds, and has 6” grinding
capacity. The POWERSTATE™ Brushless Motor provides
you with 9,000 RPM and the power equivalent of a 13A
corded grinder, delivering industry-leading
performance.

£198.50

All prices excluding VAT

PRO25S

Integrated safety features, so it's
safe for the battery & the vehicle
Built-in temperature sensor to
achieve maximum charge levels
IP44 classified for outdoor use
Lightweight & highly portable
Tough & robust
2 year warranty
Dedicated lead-acid
reconditioning programme to
restore battery life and
recondition flat batteries

£223.25

SD-40-198

The PRO25S is an innovative,
versatile and highly efficient 25A
battery charger and power supply,
designed around the needs of the
automotive professional.

MXS 5

CT 5

SD-56-975

SD-40-162

The MXS 5.0 is an advanced
microprocessor controlled battery
charger which gives unrivalled
performance for lead
acid batteries from
1.2-110Ah.

£68.95

The ground breaking CT5 TIME TO GO battery
charger and maintainer is a world first. Meaning
you can plan your day around your
battery charging because
the CT5 TIME TO GO
gives you an accurate
prediction of the
remaining charging time in hours.

XS0.8

MXS 10

£38.95

SD-56-833

SD-56-818
The MXS 10 is a fully automatic 8step charger that delivers 10A to
12V batteries from 20-200Ah and
is also suitable for maintenance
charging up to 300Ah.

£145.50

£8.32

COMFORT INDICATOR
SD-56-382

The CTEK INDICATOR EYELET M8 connector
is ideal for charging and checking batteries
that are difficult to get o or hidden. The LED
'traffic light' system shows your battery's
charge status simply and clearly. Connect the
eyelet terminals to the battery, check the
status, then plug the connector into your
CTEK charger if the battery needs charging.

5
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The XS 0.8 is CTEK's smallest 12V charger and it's
suitable for charging smaller batteries as well as
maintenance charging normal sized car batteries.
The XS 0.8 is a compact, fully automatic 6 step
charger that delivers 0.8A
and charges 12V
batteries from
1.2 to 32Ah and
maintenance
charging up to 100Ah.

MXS 5 TEST & CHARGE
SD-56-976

The MXS 5.0 TEST & CHARGE combines an
advanced charger with the ability to easily
test the battery, generator and starter motor.

£105.95

All prices excluding VAT

COMBINED MM/AF SOCKET
SET, 3/4" SQ. DR., CHROME
(26 PIECE)
DT-48329

DT-64503

£139.75

KNIPEX 46 11 A4 A4 STRAIGHT
EXTERNAL CIRCLIP PLIERS,
85-140MM
DT-81030

6

£79.08

LONG AIR BLOW GUN,
280MM
DT-16435

£10.28

£49.50

KNIPEX 44 11 J4 J4 STRAIGHT
INTERNAL CIRCLIP PLIERS,
85-140MM
DT-81006

STANDARD AIR TOOL
CONNECTION KIT, 1/4"

£42.95

The Essentials Q2 2022

12V DC-AC INVERTER, 200W
DT-28814

£61.12

All prices excluding VAT

SEED COULTER
STD LH RD

SEED COULTER
STD RH RD

TINE DOUBLE FH
445067

432117

432116

DISC FLAT
D:410MM RD
451371

HARROW TINE
AGRILLA CO
192215

MARATHON
NZA

159937

451372

498382

179857

446513

201064-70

CULTIVATOR
POINT

DISC V55
D:470MM

TINE RAPTOR
EXCL. POINT

TINE AGRILLA
SUPER

POINT BREAK
MIX
208117

SEED HOSE
NZC/RDP/RDF
609021

306239

DISC V55
D:410MM FLAT

DISC CONVEX
D:410MM R

FOLLOWING
HARROW TINE

TURNABLE
W:40
457243

207053

ROLLER RING
CAMBRIDE N
301012

TINE "AGRILLA
EXTRA" 6
443842

POINT AGRILLA
SUPER
302300-1

We have the wear parts ready for you, buy now and be
prepared! If you wish to speak to a member of staff for
more information, please contact your local branch.
Mark Ibbett, Parts Manager at P&B Louth
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All prices excluding VAT

POINT C2SP
LN-3364154

S.CLTER AS2
LN-3492890

WING

LN-3352235

SKIM SHARE S270
LN-3363710

BLADE TINE
LN-3377032

MOULDBOARD
DS1 LI
LN-34710017

LEMKEN PARTS AVAILABLE
FROM ALL P&B BRANCHES
10
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All prices excluding VAT

HENDON HOODIE
CE-177GY

ELITE POLO SHIRT

£15.25

CE-131BK

£7.50

AVAILABLE
SIZES L-XXL

AVAILABLE
SIZES L-XXL

FLEX OVERALLS

EXCEL WORK
TROUSERS

CE-320NV

CE-710GY

£29.50

£20.50

AVAILABLE
SIZES M-XXXL

AVAILABLE
SIZES 32-42R

EXTREME WORK
TROUSERS
CE-700BK

£26.75

EXTREME WORK
SOCKS
CE-606BK

£4.95

AVAILABLE
SIZES 32-42R

14
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All prices excluding VAT

WHILST STOCKS LAST

TRADEZ BLITZ
SAFETY LACE BOOT
BR-BLITZBK

£71.35
AVAILABLE SIZES 7-11

Whether Buckler Boots styling is understated, contemporary or
a little more cutting edge they like their boots to look good and
they don't come any better looking and lighter than Blitz. Like
being knocked over by a feather.
Tradez pulls together a raft of safety features that are key
requirements on site. Lightweight metal-free toe and midsole
protection ensures your safety is the priority. Combine that with
comfort cushion insoles and 100% waterproofing, means you'll
be more comfortable all day long, rain or shine.

In 1998 Buckler Boots introduced a very special safety boot,
the B1150 dealer style. B1150 brought rugged construction to
rugged good looks in a boot design which struck a chord
with users working in tough environments like few work
boots have ever achieved. In 2008 , Buckler created the
Buckflex feature for dealer style boots which made the
fitting and removing even more wearer friendly. B1150 was
fitted with this feature which is a Buckler Boots protected
design, so when you see one of the many B1150 lookalikes
on the market, if it doesn't have Buckflex it isn't a B1150.

NON-SAFETY
DEALER BOOT
BR-B1400CO

£82.90
AVAILABLE SIZES 8-10

SAFETY DEALER BOOT
BR-B1150SM

£86.80
AVAILABLE SIZES 7-12

Like all Buckler Boots non- safety boot styles, B1400
features a unique and permanently attached
identification tab to ensure it's not confused with its
safety stablemates. Our Buckflex built in show horn is
also a key feature in this popular style.

BBZ6000 safety neoprene/ rubber waterproof boot
S5 SAFETY
features structured Aerospencer honeycomb
WELLINGTON BOOT
breathable linings and detachable cushion insoles with
BR-BBZ6000GR
a distinctive safety side flash and a hi-viz lining which
rolls down for extra safety. To add to its already
£107.40
extensive EN standard credentials, we've added Cold
AVAILABLE SIZES 8-11
Insulation certification (CI). This means that they
operate with comfort to temperatures of -17°C (±2°C) for
minimum periods of 30 minutes.
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All prices excluding VAT

CLASSIC FFP2
VALVED (20 PACK)
MX-2405-15

£54.25

For protection against fine toxic dusts, mists and fumes,
based on water and oil. The washable full face seal and
unique pleated filter technology gives you the option of
using these masks for more than one shift.

CLASSIC FFP3
VALVED BOX
NUISANCE MASK
BOX 50

MX-2555-01

£93.50

MX-1100-01

£18.95

AIR FFP3 NR
M/L BOX 10
MX-3205-01

£64.25

M4 EAR MUFF
30 SNR
MX-6110-01

£17.25

WAVEBAND
1K SNR 27
MX-6810-01

£3.75
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All prices excluding VAT

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

STIHL FS40 STRIMMER/
BRUSHCUTTER
ZS-41440112309

£215.00

£182.75

Petrol grass trimmer with various convenience
features and ideal for home use.
The FS40 is a petrol grass trimmer that is perfect for
trimming the small areas of your grass or lawn edges.
Designed to be low in weight, low in emission
production, but powerful in performance.

Save over
£30!
Powerful petrol grass trimmer with various
convenience features and ideal for
home gardens.
The FS50 CE is the most powerful petrol
grass trimmer in the STIHL range with
efficient STIHL 2-MIX engine technology.
With ErgoStart for easier starting and a
round handle for mowing around obstacles,
this trimmer is perfect for home gardens.

STIHL FS50 CE
BRUSHCUTTER
ZS-41440112315

£240.00 £204.00

STIHL FS240 CE
BRUSHCUTTER
ZS-41472000360

£700.00 £595.00

Save over
£100!
20
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Save over
£30!

Powerful petrol brushcutter for
landscape maintenance.
The FS240 CE uses STIHL ErgoStart technology
which makes this brushcutter easy and
straightforward to start. It offers comfortable
operation for agricultural or horticultural work.
Featuring the efficient STIHL 2-MIX engine
technology and an AutoCut mowing head.

All prices excluding VAT

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

Powerful petrol brushcutter for
landscape maintenance.
The FS91 has simplified starting
technology along with a control handle
with a stop button, which makes this
brushcutter easy and straightforward to
use. It offers comfortable operation
when mowing large areas of tough
grass. Featuring the efficient STIHL 4MIX engine technology with a larger
sized tank for increased cutting time
between filling.

Save over
£80!
STIHL FS91 STRIMMER/
BRUSHCUTTER
ZS-41802000684

£555.00 £471.75

STIHL BGA86 BLOWER
ZS-BA020115900

£241.67

£217.50

Powerful cordless blower ideal for use in
noise-sensitive areas.
This is a very powerful yet easy to use cordless blower. Ideal for
professional use removing leaves and dirt from large, urban areas.
The soft handle and length-adjustable blower tube ensure
comfortable operation for the user.

Save over
£20!

STIHL BG 86 C-E BLOWER
ZS-42410111754

r
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£40!

£333.33

£283.33

Handheld petrol blower with high-performance.
A powerful and efficient petrol blower with STIHL ErgoStart for effortless starting.
Features the new HD2 air filter which keeps even the finest dust away resulting in
longer service life, and also makes this blower suitable for use in very dusty areas.
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All prices excluding VAT

RT4082.1 RIDE-ON

Save over
£260!

ZS-61402000005

£2687.50 £2418.75

A highly manoeuvrable and compact ride-on mower with excellent
operating and driving comfort. Featuring a STIHL EVC 4000 engine
as well as an 80cm mowing deck, ideal for larger lawns. With STIHL
single-pedal drive and high visibility out of the front of the mower.
Also includes a 250-litre grass catcher box which is easy to empty
and the seat is spring-mounted and adjustable for your comfort.

Save
£500!

ZS-61702000030

RT6127.1 ZL RIDE-ON

£5008.33 £4507.50
A powerful ride-on mower with excellent operating and driving
comfort and complete with cruise control. Featuring a Briggs &
Stratton 8240 Series Intek OHV engine as well as a large 125cm
mowing deck, ideal for maintaining larger lawns. With STIHL singlepedal drive and high visibility out of the front of the mower. Also
includes a 350-litre grass catcher box which is easy to empty and the
seat is spring-mounted and adjustable for your comfort.

RT5097.1 RIDE-ON

ZS-61602000023

£3058.33 £2752.50

Save over
£300!

A powerful ride-on mower with excellent operating and driving
comfort. Featuring a Briggs & Stratton 3131 Series Powerbuilt
OHV engine as well as a large 95cm mowing deck, ideal for
larger lawns. With STIHL single-pedal drive and a 250-litre grass
catcher box which is easy to empty. Including a seat which is
spring-mounted and adjustable for your comfort.

Save over
£400!

ZS-61602000025

RT5112.1 Z RIDE-ON

£4170.83

£3753.75

A powerful ride-on mower with excellent operating and driving
comfort. Featuring a twin-blade design, Briggs & Stratton 7160
Series Intek 2 Cylinder OHV engine as well as a large 110cm
mowing deck, ideal for larger lawns. With STIHL single-pedal drive
and high visibility out of the front of the mower. Also includes a
350-litre grass catcher box which is easy to empty and the seat is
spring-mounted and adjustable for your comfort.
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All prices excluding VAT

Toro was built on a
tradition of quality
TORO MX4275T 107CM TIMECUTTER
ZT-74691

£4332.50

£3682.61

107 cm TimeCutter® MX 4275T MyRIDE® 708 cc V
Twin Zero Turn. No more rocky rides with MyRIDE®
Suspension System. More time for you – cut
mowing time up to 45%. 107 cm heavy-duty
fabricated deck featuring our advanced cutting
system that dominates challenging cutting
conditions. Powerful Toro commercial V-Twin
708cc engine with self-cleaning air filter.

Save over
£640!

137 CM TITAN XS 5450 PROFESSIONAL
GRADE ZERO TURN RIDING MOWER
ZT-74898

£6665.83

£5999.17

Save over
£660!

Professional grade results in comfort with
zero turning radius technology. Ride your
mower in style with a handcrafted highback seat with arm rests and Toro’s iconic
bullhorn logo. You can trust your seat
provides the ultimate in padding and back support.
Keep your grip and remove excess mud from your shoes
with a cast aluminium stomp pad.
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All prices excluding VAT

HAYTER HARRIER 48
AUTODRIVE VS ES
ZH-476

£1040.83

£940.83

This self-propelled beast has been designed for mediumto large-sized lawns. Its robust & powerful engine will
chew through even the toughest of grass in no time at all.
You can adjust its height from 13mm to 60mm with 7
different settings, giving you precision trimming control.
Plus, its patented InStart® technology means you
can start your mower with just one turn of a key.

HAYTER HARRIER 48 PRO
ZH-479

£1115.83

£999.17

A ground-up re-development of the original Harrier®
PRO rear roller lawnmowers has resulted in 90% NEW
components being designed and engineered.
Aluminium cutter decks for incredible strength and
corrosion resistance. High strength and durability to
low weight ratio. Maximum collection performance is
achieved with a highly unique deck underside and
blade profile designed using aerospace technology.

HAYTER HARRIER 56 VS
ZH-574

£1099.17

£999.17

The Harrier® 56 is our largest pedestrian rear roller rotary
lawnmower with the widest rear roller in its class. Featuring an
impressive 53cm stripe with a 56cm cutting width, refined
self-propelled engineering and beautifully balanced
manoeuvrability, it lightens the workload to deliver impressive
stripes on large lawns.
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All prices excluding VAT

WE NEED YOUR FEEDBACK!
We want to make sure that we are doing right for our customers, by creating a digital
Yield and Parts Guide we are keeping up with the modern digital era and spreading
the word further than ever before. Our website is also currently being re-designed &
improved, hopefully to be ready in late 2022, your thoughts on this will also be much
appreciated.
Please let us know your thoughts by completing our quick survey to have the chance
of winning a Limited Edition Platinum Jubilee-themed MF 8S model tractor.
We want you to help us decide if we move forward with one digital edition a year or if
we keep the Yield fully printed in the future.

SIMPLY SCAN THIS QR CODE
WITH YOUR MOBILE OR
TABLET DEVICE CAMERA,
ANSWER A FEW QUESTIONS
& YOU WILL BE ENTERED
INTO THE PRIZE DRAW

T&C's apply - There will be one winner and we have one
model to give away. The winner will be contacted by email
or telephone after 6th September when entries close. To
qualify, all questions must be completed. Prize cannot be
swapped for monetary value. Winner will receive the prize
in October when we have them in stock. Entries count for
both postal (traditional handwritten) & digital entries.
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Fancy winning a
platinum jubilee
themed model tractor?

PEACOCK & BINNINGTON
BRIGG | CORRINGHAM | HALSHAM |
KIRBY MISPERTON | LOUTH | SELBY

Proud of our history, excited by our future

